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Mastek, a global, enterprise-level technology solutions provider and IP based, insurance product 
provider, announced today that Unum, one of the UK’s leading providers of financial protection 
has selected Mastek’s Elixir platform as the core administration platform for their Group 
Protection business in the UK. 

1st December 2014 – Mastek, a global, enterprise-level technology solutions provider and IP 
based, insurance product provider, announced today that Unum, one of the UK’s leading 
providers of financial protection has selected Mastek’s Elixir platform as the core administration 
platform for their Group Protection business in the UK. Unum will implement Elixir across its 
Group Protection business in order to create and adapt products more quickly. 

A modern, end-to-end platform, Elixir is a configurable product that offers process efficiency and 
effectiveness, enabling quicker responses to quote requests and comprehensive process 
automation. It uses the latest technology supported by open integration to provide a predictable 
total cost of ownership and offer extensive configuration advantages. 

Peter O’Donnell, CEO at Unum commented, “Unum is dedicated to delivering first class 
customer service now and in the future. Our investment in Elixir for Group Protection represents 
our continuing commitment to service excellence and product development. We’re very pleased 
to be working with Mastek on the implementation of this new system.” 

Aravindan Thangaraj, Financial Services Account Director at Mastek says, “The fact that Unum 
selected our Elixir platform to facilitate business growth is testament to how our innovative and 
integrated product allows insurers to improve the customer experience.” 

Vidyesh Khanolkar, Head of Insurance and Financial Services at Mastek states, “We will help 
Unum to further develop and sustain their business whilst supporting long-term growth through 
the extensive flexibility that Elixir offers. Additionally, Unum will benefit from Mastek’s continuous 
investments in modernising and innovating the Elixir technology platform which is aimed to 
support Unum’s digital capabilities.” 

About Mastek A global, enterprise-level technology solutions provider, Mastek combines the 
strengths of a world class product company with a specialist services organisation. We utilise 
agile methodologies that deliver early business value and enable organisations to adapt to 
dynamically transforming IT environments. Our core IT services portfolio covers application 
development, service management and testing, maintenance, IT consulting, systems integration, 
mobility, data warehousing, business intelligence and analytics. 

Mastek has over three decades of extensive experience specialising in government, retail, 
insurance and healthcare sectors. Our flexible delivery model, which blends onsite and offshore 
implementation, coupled with a collaborative culture makes us a trusted partner to our 
customers. With offices in six countries, Mastek operates across the UK, Europe, the US, 
Canada and Asia-Pacific. For more information visit www.mastek.co.uk 

About Unum 



Unum is one of the UK’s leading providers of financial protection, with more than 40 years’ 
experience in the industry. 

We specialise in forward-thinking, innovative benefits, and work with advisers and their clients to 
protect staff members from the consequences of serious illness, injury or death. As a market 
leader in Income Protection, we aim to provide a back-up plan to all UK employees, offering a 
wide range of cover plans to suit every business and budget. 

Income Protection offers extra business benefits, including a built-in Employer and Employee 
Assistance Programme at no extra cost, plus expert Vocational Rehabilitation Consultants to 
help people rejoin the workplace. 

At the end of 2013, Unum protected almost 1.6 million people in the UK and paid claims of £320 
million – representing in excess of £6 million a week in benefits to our customers – providing 
security and peace of mind to individuals and their families. For more information 
visit www.unum.co.uk 
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